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i'm also using both lightroom and capture one and still find the integration and capabilities of lightroom make it my preferred editing software still. the small pieces of time i pick up here and there working in c1 are lost through having to export a file to work with it in photoshop and then have to come back to c1 if i want to make any further
changes later on. lightroom lets you hop into ps and then directly saves a tiff into your library folder you can then add to your final export selection/settings. with macos monterey and apple silicon, mac users can run a greater range of apps than ever before. all of apples mac apps are optimized for and run natively on m1 pro and m1 max, and
there are over 10,000 universal apps and plug-ins available, including lightroom classic, cinema 4d, capture one, and many more. existing mac apps that have not yet been updated to universal will run seamlessly with apples rosetta 2 technology, and users can also run iphone and ipad apps directly on the mac, opening a huge new universe of
possibilities. powerful new features also come to final cut pro and logic pro, allowing creatives to take full advantage of the power and performance of m1 pro and m1max. apple revolutionized personal technology with the introduction of the macintosh in 1984. today, apple leads the world in innovation with iphone, ipad, mac, apple watch, and

apple tv. apples five software platforms ios, ipados, macos, watchos, and tvos provide seamless experiences across all apple devices and empower people with breakthrough services including the app store, apple music, apple pay, and icloud.
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capture one pro, the most powerful raw workflow solution, puts the power of world-renowned image editing into everyone's pocket. capture one pro now comes as a 32-bit application that can run natively on 64-bit macs. now, professional raw photography is finally in your pocket.capture one provides a raw engine for direct editing of raw files. it
features a long list of powerful raw editing and processing tools and all the cross-platform compatibility of a professional application.create the most professional images with state-of-the-art editing tools, such as a full array of exposure and color-workflow tools, tens of thousands of presets, the full-featured camera raw workspace, and support

for all major raw file formats. in addition, it supports layers, contains an extensive image processing workflow, and includes all of the same creative effects, metadata, and plug-in support available in the capture one plugin ecosystem. all new mac users should give final cut pro a spin, but if you're a producer, this is a place to test out the newest
and fastest app ever made for apple. while its high-end arsenal of production features is some of the best in any app, it stands out from the crowd as a manageable, easy-to-use and elegant all-in-one tool, providing an extensive video tool set for trimming, organizing, editing and finishing your clips. running on a powerful new intel core i9
processor, the latest macbook pro is one of the most powerful macs ever, packing 2.9 ghz dual processors, 10gb of ram and a stunning, world-class display. apple macbook pro 2017 is the world's most powerful mac, and it's also a great choice for any developer looking for ultimate speed and responsiveness, as well as great battery life.
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